# VRSI 2014 SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

## DAY 1 - FRIDAY 5TH DECEMBER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Hall A</th>
<th>Hall B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:30 - 4 PM</td>
<td><strong>Session 1:</strong> <strong>MEDICAL RETINA M1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Session 2:</strong> <strong>SURGICAL RETINA S1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 3 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
<td>• 3 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussion – 15 min</td>
<td>• Discussion – 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
<td>• 6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussion – 15 min</td>
<td>• Discussion – 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 4:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>COFFEE BREAK</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 - 6 PM</td>
<td><strong>Session 3:</strong> <strong>CHALLENGING CASES</strong></td>
<td><strong>Session 4:</strong> <strong>MEDICAL RETINA M2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 15 paper each for 4 min.</td>
<td>• 3 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussion – 30 min</td>
<td>• Discussion – 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• 6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussion – 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 7.30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Session 5:</strong> <strong>SURGICAL RETINA S2</strong></td>
<td><strong>Session 6:</strong> <strong>MEDICAL RETINA M3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 4 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
<td>• 4 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussion – 10 min</td>
<td>• Discussion – 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
<td>• 6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discussion – 10 min</td>
<td>• Discussion – 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>INAUGURATION 7:30 – 9.00 PM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>DINNER – 9.00 PM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session 7: Surgical Retina S3</td>
<td>Session 8: Medical Retina M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.30 - 9 AM</td>
<td>TAJ VISIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 11.30 AM</td>
<td>Egyptian Vitreoretina Society Invited Talks</td>
<td>Awards and Oration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30 - 1.30 PM</td>
<td>Lunch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.30 - 2.30 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lunch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.30 - 4 PM</td>
<td>3 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
<td>4 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion – 15 min</td>
<td>Discussion – 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
<td>6 papers each 5 min – 30 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion – 15 min</td>
<td>Discussion – 10 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 - 4.30 PM</td>
<td>Coffee Break</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.30 - 6 PM</td>
<td>6 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
<td>4 invited talks – 10 min each.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion – 30 min</td>
<td>Discussion – 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 7 PM</td>
<td>General Body Meeting</td>
<td>4 papers each 5 min – 20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.30 PM</td>
<td>Banquet</td>
<td>Discussion – 15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Hall A</td>
<td>Hall B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 8:30 – 10 AM | **Session 11:** J M PAHWA AWARD SESSION  
● 12 paper each for 6 min. | **Session 12:** MEDICAL RETINA M6  
● 3 invited talks – 10 min each  
● Discussion – 15 min.  
● 5 papers each 5 min – 25 min  
● Discussion 20 min. |
| 10:30 – 10:30 AM | COFFEE BREAK                               |                                             |
| 10:30 – 12 PM | **Session 13:** DEBATE  
● 6 invited talks – 10 min each.  
● Discussion – 5 min after every talk. | **Session 14:** SURGICAL RETINA S4  
● 4 invited talks – 10 min each.  
● Discussion – 10 min  
● 7 papers each 5 min – 35 min  
● Discussion – 5 min |
| 12 - 1:30 PM | **Session 15:** ViDEOS  
● Each 4 min presentation  
● 1 min discussion  
Total - 18 Videos | **Session 16:** POSTERS  
● Each 3 min presentation  
● 1 min discussion  
Total – 24 posters |
|              | **CLOSING CEREMONY**                        |                                             |
|              | **LUNCH 1:30 – 2:30 PM**                     |                                             |
SESSION 1: MEDICAL RETINA M1

CHAIRMAN – DR. HK TIWARI

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. RICHARD SPAIDE

MODERATOR – DR. GUNJAN PRAKASH

- RECENT CLASSIFICATION ON AMD – DR. R. KIM
- PEEPING INTO CHOROID – DR. RICHARD SPAIDE
- INDIVIDUALIZED THERAPY FOR AMD – DR. DINESH TALWAR

AND

6 Medical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP22: CORRELATION OF FUNDUS AUTOFLUORESCENCE (FAF) PATTERNS AND MULTIFOCAL ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY (MFERG) IN DRY AGE-RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION (AMD) – DR. JAYDEEP AVINASH WALINJKAR
- PP50: POSTERIOR VITREOMACULAR ADHESION: A POTENTIAL RISK FACTOR FOR EXUDATIVE AGE-RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION – DR. KRISHNA NAGARADH
- PP151: MACULAR PIGMENT DENSITY IN NORTH INDIAN SUBJECTS A PRELIMINARY REVIEW: FIRST REPORT – DR. MALAY CHATURVEDI
- PP106: EVALUATION OF VITREORETINAL INTERFACE CHANGES FOLLOWING INTRAVITREAL ANTI-VEGF THERAPY – DR. VARTIKA KINRA
- PP152: CHOROIDAL MELANOMA MASQUERADING AS MULTIFOCAL CENTRAL SEROUS RETINOPATHY – DR. RAMYA.A
- PP86: EXUDATIVE RETINAL DETACHMENT AS THE PRESENTING FEATURE OF TUBEROUS SCLEROSIS – DR. SUPRIYA ARORA
SESSION 2: SURGICAL RETINA S1

CHAIRMAN – DR. CYRUS SHROFF
CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. SUNIL SRIVASTAVA
MODERATOR – DR. SHOBHIT CHAWLA

- FASTER CUTS AND SMALLER GAUGES ARE BETTER & SAFER – IS IT A FACT OR FICTION? – DR. MANISH NAGPAL
- 27 PLUS GAUGE- EXPERIENCE WITH COMPLEX CASES – DR. CYRUS SHROFF
- IS MIVS A GOOD CHOICE FOR RD- DR. VR SARAVANAN

AND

6 Surgical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP62 : 25 GAUGE ENDORESECTION FOR CHOROIDAL MELANOMA – DR. VARUN GOGIA
- PP142 : CLINICAL OUTCOME FOLLOWING 23G PARS PLANA VITRECTOMY FOR SYMPTOMATIC FLOATERS IN PSEUDOPHAKIC EYES – DR. MAHINDRAKAR ANIRUDDHA DINKAR
- PP98 : DUAL STAINING TO ASSESS THE POSTERIOR VITREOUS IN PATIENTS WITH PRIMARY RHEGMATOGENOUS RETINAL DETACHMENT – DR. MADHU KUMAR RAJANNA
- PP7 : COMPARISON OF PRIMARY 25 G MIVS VERSUS COMBINED 25 G MIVS + SB FOR THE REPAIR OF PRIMARY RHEGMATOGENOUS RETINAL DETACHMENT – DR. CHAUHAN ROHAN RAMCHANDRA
- PP19 : RETINAL MORBIDITY FOLLOWING PHACOEMULSIFICATION AND INTRAOCULAR LENS IMPLANTATION IN EYES WITH TREATED OR UNTREATED PERIPHERAL RETINAL DEGENERATION – DR. PRASANTA SAIKIA
- PP65 : ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES OF POSTERIOR SEGMENT TRAUMA REQUIRING VITREO-RETINAL SURGERY – DR. YOG RAJ SHARMA
SESSION 3: CHALLENGING CASES

CHAIRMAN – DR. P N NAGPAL

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. RICHARD SPAIDE

MODERATOR – DR. CHARU GUPTA

- PP36: HEMI CRVO MIMICKING AS FROSTED BRANCH VASCULITIS IN A PATIENT WITH CHRONIC MYELOID LEUKAEMIA ASSOCIATED WITH MYELOID BLAST CRISIS. - DR. VISHAL RAVAL

- PP68: OCULAR MASQUERADES SYNDROME MIMICKING POST OPERATIVE CHRONIC INFLAMMATION - DR. RITESH NARULA

- PP30: RETINAL PIGMENT EPITHELIUM TEAR IN CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY - DR. ANAND PARTANI

- PP120: DIABETIC MACULOPATHY COMPLICATED BY CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY - DR. PRASANTA SAIKIA

- PP29: UNUSUAL RETINAL NEOVASCULARISATION IN VIRAL RETINITIS - DR. ANAMIKA DWIVEDI

- PP52: SUBRETINAL RECOMBINANT TISSUE PLASMINOGEN ACTIVATOR FOR SUB-RETINAL HEMORRHAGE - DR. MITALI KHODANI

- PP129: POLYCYTHEMIA CAUSING POSTERIOR SEGMENT VASCULAR OCCLUSIONS - DR. SHAH PRATIK KANAIYALAL

- PP95: 25G PARSPLANA VITRECTOMY AND IRIDO-ZONULO-HYALOIDO-VITRECTOMY (IZHV) IN THE MANAGEMENT OF MALIGNANT GLAUCOMA IN A PHAKIC EYE FOLLOWING TRABECULECTOMY - DR. PADMAJA KUMARI RANI

- PP81: MULTIFOCAL CENTRAL SEROUS RETINOPATHY DEVELOPING HEMORRHAGIC MACULAR INFARCTION SECONDARY TO BEVACIZUMAB. - DR. ADITYA KELKAR

- PP71: IS THIS ENDOGENOUS ENDOPTHALMITIS? - DR. MANISHA AGARWAL

- PP6: SYMPATHETIC OPHTHALMIA AFTER SEVERE NEUROTROPHIC KERATITIS - DR. SWAPNIL MADHUKAR PARCHAND

- PP121: SIMUTANEOUS BILATERAL INTRAVITREAL INJECTIONS: CONVENIENT BUT UNSAFE - DR. ABHISHEK KUMAR

- PP135: WHAT ARE WE DEALING WITH –OUR DILEMMA - DR. RAHUL MAYOR
• PP93 : TITLE - ? IPCV,? RAP,? MACRO ANEURYSM,? NEW ENTITY. - DR.PURNIMA SAHNI SOOD

• PP57 : LEBER'S MILIARY ANEURYSM – RARE FORM OF COATS DISEASE
  - DR.LAKSHMI KUNIYAL
SESSION 4: MEDICAL RETINA M2

CHAIRMAN – DR. AJIT BABU MAJJII
CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. MICHAEL STEWART
MODERATOR – DR. MANISH NAGPAL

- MANAGEMENT OF RVO – DR. MICHAEL STEWART
- MICROPULSE LASER THERAPY - COST EFFECTIVE AND DURABLE SOLUTION FOR HIGH VOLUME PRACTICES – DR. SAM E. MANSOUR
- ROLE OF LASER THERAPY IN THE ANTI-VEGF ERA – DR. SAM E. MANSOUR

AND

6 Medical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP97 : ROLE OF AQUEOUS VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR (VEGF) ASSAY IN MACULAR EDEMA SECONDARY TO RETINAL VENOUS OCCLUSIONS (RVO) – A PILOT STUDY – DR. TANIA BASAIWMOIT
- PP47 : COMPARATIVE STUDY OF ONLY BEVACIZUMAB AND BEVACIZUMAB WITH SECTOR LASER IN BRANCH RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION – DR. MAJ. NAVEEN. K
- PP92 : SUBTHRESHOLD MICROPULSE LASER FOR BRANCH RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION – A PILOT STUDY – DR. URMI IL M SHAH
- PP123 : ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL ISCHEMIC EFFECT OF INTRAVITREAL BEVACIZUMAB (IVB) ON NORMAL RETINA IN SUBJECTS WITH BRANCH RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION (BRVO) – DR. PUKHRAJ RISHI
- PP128 : DOES TIMING OF INTRAVITREAL BEVACIZUMAB INFLUENCE THE OUTCOME OF TREATMENT OF MACULAR ODEMA SECONDARY TO BRANCH RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION? – GP CAPT MA KHAN
- PP111 : RANDOMIZED CONTROL TRIAL TO EVALUATE INTRAVITREAL RANIBIZUMAB (RBZ) VERSUS BEVACIZUMAB (BVZ) IN MACULAR EDEMA (ME) SECONDARY TO BRANCH VEIN OCCLUSION – DR. R NARAYANAN
SESSION 5: SURGICAL RETINA S2

CHAIRMAN – DR. AJAY AURORA

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. VEERAL SHETH

MODERATOR – DR. SAURABH LUTHRA

- INDIAN DME GUIDELINES – DR. AJAY AURORA
- DO ALL DIABETIC TRD NEED SURGERY – DR. S NATARAJAN
- SYMPTOMATIC VITREOMACULAR ADHESION (VMA) - CURRENT OPTIONS (SURGICAL AND NON SURGICAL) OCRIPLASMIN – DR. VEERAL SHETH
- CURRENT ROLE OF INTRAOPERATIVE OCT – DR. SUNIL SRIVASTAVA

AND

6 Surgical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP101: ROLE OF TAMPONADE IN VITRECTOMY FOR PROLIFERATIVE DIABETIC RETINOPATHY WITH VITREOUS HEMORRHAGE – DR. DIVYA BALAKRISHNAN
- PP165: FLUOCINOLONE ACETONIDE FOR DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA: A SINGLE CENTRE 5-YEAR FOLLOW UP STUDY – DR. RAMANDEEP SINGH
- PP170: PRIMARY BEVACIZUMAB NONRESPONSE IN REFRACTORY DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA – DR. EKTA RISHI
- PP58: INTRAVITREAL DEXAMETHASONE IMPLANT IN SEVERE DIABETIC CYSTOID MACULAR EDEMA – DR. NEHA GOEL
- PP14: EFFICACY OF INTRA VITREAL ANTI VEGF INJECTIONS AND GRID LASER USING END POINT MANAGEMENT (EPM) FOR DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA (DME) – DR. CHAITANYA SHUKLA
- PP115: OCULAR MANIFESTATIONS IN PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE UNDERGOING HAEMODIALYSIS – DR. SANDHYA MAKHIJA
SESSION 6: MEDICAL RETINA M3

CHAIRMAN – DR. A GIRIDHAR

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. TIMOTHY LAI

MODERATOR – DR. RAJA NARAYANAN

- CURRENT MANAGEMENT OF PCV – DR. TIMOTHY LAI
- REFRACTORY CNVM MANAGEMENT – DR. HEMANT MURTHY
- MYOPIC CNVM – DR. AJAY DUDHANI
- POST INJECTION ENDOPHTHALMITIS – PREVENTION AND OUTCOMES IN INDIAN SCENARIO – DR. MALLIKA GOYAL

AND

6 Medical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP143 : OUTCOMES OF COMBINATION THERAPY VERSUS INTRAVITREAL ANTI-VEGF MONOTHERAPY FOR POLYPOIDAL CHOROIDAL VASCULOPATHY – DR. ANUBHAV GOYAL
- PP75 : THE ROLE OF SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY (SD OCT) IN PATHOLOGICAL MYOPIA – DR. REKHA SINGHAL
- PP76 : CATARACT PROGRESSION AFTER INTRAVITREAL PHARMACOTHERAPY – A LONG TERM STUDY – DR. MAHESH. G
- PP137 : ADULT-ONSET FOVEOMACULAR VITELLIFORM DYSTROPHY - A MISDIAGNOSED ENTITY – DR. SUNITHA BEERANAHALLY LALYA NAIK
- PP34 : CLINICAL PRESENTATIONS, ANTI-MICROBIAL SUSCEPTIBILITIES AND VISUAL ACUITY OUTCOMES OF CEFTAZIDIME RESISTANT GRAM-NEGATIVE ISOLATES IN ENDOPHTHALMITIS – DR. AVINASH PATHENGAY
- PP125 : STREPTOCOCCUS ORALIS CLUSTER ENDOPHTHALMITIS AFTER CATARACT SURGERY: MANAGEMENT AND OUTCOMES – DR. MOHIT DOGRA
EGYPTIAN VITREO RETINA SOCIETY (EIVRS)

1. Dr. Hassan Mortada, Professor at Cairo University (Moderator)
2. Dr. Ahmed Magdy, Professor at Alexandria University
3. Dr. Mahmoud Soliman, Professor at Cairo University
4. Dr. Samir El Baha, Professor at Alexandria University
5. Dr. Hany Hamza, Professor at Cairo University

Invited talks:

1. Surgical approaches to Neovascular AMD
2. Endoresection and plaque radiotherapy for choroidal melanoma
3. Virectomy for traction RD complicating vasoproliferative tumour
4. Bilateral giant retinal tears following bilateral phakic IOL implants
5. Surgical approaches in advanced PVR
6. Chandelier-assisted scleral buckling surgery
7. Subfoveal PFCL bubbles in posterior staphyloma
8. Surgical approaches to ROP (IV & V)
9. Flattening retinal folds in posterior microphthalmos
10. Surgical approach to familial exudative vitreoretinopathy
11. Surgical approaches to myopic traction maculopathies
12. CNVM associated with myopic macular hole RD
13. Complicated diabetic vitrectomy
14. Gunshot injuries: surgical difficulties
15. Worm dancing on the retina
AWARDS AND ORATIONS

1. INTRODUCTION OF ORATOR BY – DR MANGAT DOGRA (5 MIN)

2. NATARAJA PILLAI ORATION LECTURE (OCT ANGIOGRAPHY) – DR RICHARD SPAIDE (30 MIN)

3. INTRODUCTION OF HAYREH AWARD BY – DR GIRIDHAR (5 MIN)

4. HAYREH AWARD LECTURE (VITRECTOMY FOR PDR - PATHOANATOMY & SURGICAL APPROACH) – DR. CYRUS SHROFF (20 MIN)

5. EVOLUTION OF ROP SCREENING AND MANAGEMENT IN INDIA – DR MANGAT DOGRA (15 MIN)

6. LIFE TIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
   - DR P. NAMPERUMALSAMY (15 MIN)
   - DR S. S. BADRINATH (15 MIN)
SESSION 7: SURGICAL RETINA S3

CHAIRMAN – DR. GOPAL LAL VERMA

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. AKITO HIRAKATA

MODERATOR – DR. THOMAS CHERIAN

- Vitrectomy for the Myopic Traction Maculopathy – DR. AKITO HIRAKATA
- Recurrence in RRD – DR. N S MURALIDHAR
- Surprises during VR Surgery and its Management – DR. SUNIL SRIVASTAVA

AND

6 Surgical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP119: Clinical Presentations and Outcomes of Rhegmatogenous Retinal Detachment in Retinitis Pigmentosa – DR. ASHRAYA NAYAKA
- PP88: Preoperative and Postoperative SD-OCT Findings in Patients with Macula Off Rhegmatogenous Retinal Detachment – DR. ARNAB DAS
- PP94: Accuracy of Axial Length Measurement in Silicon Oil Filled Eyes with Different Methods – DR. SURENDER DIXIT
- PP17: SD OCT Findings and Visual Outcomes in Eyes Undergoing Silicone Oil Removal – DR. KALYANI BHATT
- PP104: Simultaneous Bilateral Rhegmatogenous Retinal Detachment at a Tertiary Eye Centre in South India: A Case Series Study – DR. ROOPA SHREE
- PP83: Scleral Buckling (SB) Versus Primary Sutureless Parsplana Vitrectomy (PPV) without SB in Rhegmatogenous Retinal Detachment – DR. PADMAJA KUMARI RANI
SESSION 8: MEDICAL RETINA M4

CHAIRMAN – DR. RAJVARDHAN AZAD
CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. ANNA ELLS
MODERATOR – DR. PARAG K SHAH

- ANTI VEGF’S FOR RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY – DR. ANNA ELLS
- INTERESTING PEDIATRIC RETINA CASES – DR. ANNA ELLS
- SURGICAL MANAGEMENT OF ROP - DR. RAJVARDHAN AZAD
- TELEMEDICINE IN ROP – DR. ANAND VINEKAR

AND

6 Medical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP161: ROLE OF POSTERIOR LASER BARRAGE IN ADVANCING RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY – DR. PARIJAT CHANDRA
- PP140: NATIONAL ROP SCREENING - CAN GOVERNMENT AND PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP WORK SYNERGISTICALLY? – DR. SANTOSH KUMAR MAHAPATRA
- PP141: SAFETY AND EFFICACY OF SIMULTANEOUS BILATERAL 25 GAUGE LENS SPARING VITRECTOMY FOR VASCULARLY ACTIVE STAGE 4 RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY – DR. PARAG KIRIT SHAH
- PP23: DO DOWN’S SYNDROME CHILDREN HAVE NORMAL RETINAE? UNDERSTANDING THEIR FOVEAE WITH SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY - DR. CHAITRA JAYADEV
- PP133: SPECTRUM OF CLINICAL PRESENTATIONS IN PRIMARY VITREO-RETINAL LYMPHOMA: OUR EXPERIENCE – DR. SAMENDRA KARKHUR
- PP169: SAFETY OF PAEDIATRIC SCLERAL FIXATED POSTERIOR CHAMBER INTRAOCULAR LENS IN A TERTIARY EYE CARE CENTRE IN INDIA – DR. VINAY KUMAR S
SESSION 9: UVEITIS SOCIETY OF INDIA

CHAIRMAN – DR. MANOHAR BABU

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. MANISHA AGARWAL

MODERATOR – DR. AVINASH PATHENGAY

- VARIED MANIFESTATIONS OF OCULAR TUBERCULOSIS OR THE BOTHERSOME BUG – DR. MANISHA AGARWAL
- "INFECTIOUS UVEITIS: IMPORTANCE OF DIAGNOSTIC SURGERY" – DR. REEMA BANSAL
- RETINAL VASCULITIS – DR. CYRUS SHROFF
- CHALLENGES IN DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF VIRAL RETINITIS – DR. SHISHIR NARAIN
- DUSN – DR. AVINASH PATHENGAY
- OCULAR TOXOPLASMOSIS - DR. MANOHAR BABU
SESSION 10: MEDICAL RETINA M5

CHAIRMAN – DR. LALIT VERMA

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. SAM E. MANSOUR

MODERATOR – DR. SUBHENDU KUMAR BORAL

- ROLE OF ANTI-VEGF IN DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA – DR. MICHAEL STEWART
- TREATMENT FOR DME – DR. LALIT VERMA
- SUBTHRESHOLD MICROPULSE LASER (577NM WAVELENGTH) IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA – DR. VEERAL SHETH
- STEM CELLS AND DIABETIC MICROVASCULATURE: DISEASE MODELS AND CLINICAL TRANSLATION – DR. REKHA SAMUEL

AND

6 Medical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP25 : PREVALENCE OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY IN RURAL CENTRAL INDIA AND ITS CORRELATIONS – DR. VINAY BRAMHDUTTA NANGIA
- PP46 : SUBFOVEAL SEROUS RETINAL DETACHMENT IN DIABETIC MACULAR ODEMA AND SEVERITY OF DIABETIC RETINOPATHY – DR. MOHAMMED SADIQUALLA
- PP126 : OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY (OCT) FEATURES IN THE ACUTE PHASE OF MACULAR RETINITIS IN SUB ACUTE SCLEROSING PAN ENCEPHALITIS (SSPE) – DR. SAMYAK MULKUTKAR
- PP35 : DIFFUSE UNILATERAL SUBACUTE NEURORETINITIS: CLINICAL FEATURES, DIAGNOSIS AND MANAGEMENT RESPONSE TO LASER AND ORAL ALBENDAZOLE – DR. VISHAL RAVAL
SESSION 11: J M PAHWA AWARD SESSION

JUDGES: DR. MANGAT DOGRA, DR. AJIT BABU MAJJI, DR. GOPAL LAL VERMA

- PP5 : IS THERE A CRITICAL VALUE OF HAEMOGLOBIN IN DEVELOPMENT AND REGRESSION OF RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY? A PILOT STUDY - DR. MANISH TANDON

- PP33 : A NEW CLINICAL SIGN IN PARAFOVEAL TELANGIECTASIA - DR. AVINASH PATHENGAY

- PP24 : A NEW CLASSIFICATION OF RETINAL IMMATURITY IN RETINOPATHY OF PREMATURITY SCREENING: CLINICAL VALIDATION TO PREDICT DISEASE – DR. CHAITRA JAYADEV

- PP89 : ADJUNCTIVE LASER IN CHRONIC BRVO – IS THERE A ROLE? - DR. ARNAB DAS

- PP159 : STUDY OF SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY IMAGING FEATURES AND FUNDUS AUTOFLUORESCENCE PATTERNS IN ACUTE CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY – DR. SHOBHIT CHAWLA

- PP63 : MULTIFOCAL ELECTRORETINOGRAPHY AND SPECTRAL DOMAIN OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY IN DIABETIC RETINOPATHY WITH AND WITHOUT MACULAR EDEMA - DR. NEHA GOEL

- PP127 : INTRA-ARTERIAL CHEMOTHERAPY FOR INTRAOCULAR RETINOBLASTOMA: FIRST INDIAN REPORT - DR. PUHKRAJ RISHI

- PP155 : ENDOPHTHALMITIS AFTER KERATOPROSTHESIS: INCIDENCE, RISK FACTORS, CAUSATIVE ORGANISMS AND OUTCOMES - DR. EKTA RISHI

- PP20 : DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE, CLINICAL PRESENTATIONS AND TREATMENT OUTCOMES OF OCULAR ISCHEMIC SYNDROME - DR. VIVEK PRAVIN DAVE

- PP18 : CLINICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BILATERAL VERSUS UNILATERAL CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY - DR. UMESH CHANDRA BEHERA

- PP72 : SUTURELESS SCLERAL BUCKLING IN THE MANAGEMENT OF RHEGMATOGENOUS RETINAL DETACHMENT - DR. TAJJINDER PAL
• PP39 : ROLE OF ATORVASTATIN IN TREATMENT OF CLINICALLY SIGNIFICANT MACULAR EDEMA - DR. SUNANDAN SOOD
SESSION 12: MEDICAL RETINA M6

CHAIRMAN – DR. R KIM

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. S NATARAJAN

MODERATOR – DR. SHOBBIT CHAWLA

- CURRENT MANAGEMENT OPTIONS IN CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIODOPATHY – DR. TIMOTHY LAL
- EVOLUTIONS IN MANAGEMENT OF OPTIC PIT WITH MACULAR DETACHMENT – DR. AKITO HIRAKATA
- VISUDYNE – EXPERIENCE IN CSR – DR. GEORGE MANAYATH

AND

6 Medical papers each 5 min – 30 min

Discussion – 15 min

- PP16 : SUBTHRESHOLD MICROPULSE DIODE LASER IN ACUTE CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY (CSCR) – DR. ASUDEB GHOSH
- PP48 : FOVEAL THINNING POST FOCAL LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION IN CASES OF ACUTE CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY – DR. SARANG LAMBAT
- PP103 : SD-OCT FEATURES OF CHOROID INCLUDING ENFACE SCAN AND ITS CORRELATION TO DURATION & VISUAL ACUITY IN EYES WITH CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIORETINOPATHY – DR. PAWAN PUNEET MALHOTRA
- PP132 : ROLE OF ORAL RIFAMPICIN IN THE MANAGEMENT OF CENTRAL SEROUS CHOROIDOPATHY – DR. RAMESH VENKATESH
- PP11 : INTRAVITREAL BEVACIZUMAB IN THE MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC CENTRAL SEROUS CHORIO-RETINOPATHY – DR. KANWALJEET KAUR MADAN
SESSION 13: DEBATE

CHAIRMAN – DR. S NATARAJAN

CO CHAIRMAN – DR. AVINASH PATHANGEY

MODERATOR – DR. S K SATSANGI

- PRIMARY VITRECTOMY VS SCLERAL BUCKLING – FOR (DR. ADITYA KELKAR) & AGAINST (DR. NARESH BABU)

- AVASTIN (DR. KASINATHAN) VS LUCENTIS (DR. RAJA NARAYAN) – RELEVANCE IN INDIA

- 20/20 VISUAL ACUITY WITH CSME – TREAT (DR. G. MAHESH) OR OBSERVE (DR. SUBINA NARANG)

- ANTI VEGF IN ROP NO (DR. ABHIJIT CHATTOPADHYA) & YES (DR. ALAY BANKER)

- ANTI VEGF (DR. KRISHNENDU SARKAR) VS DEXAMETHASONE IMPLANTS (DR. SAURABH LUTHRA) FOR MACULAR EDEMA

- CONVENTIONAL ILM PEELING (DR. JAYANT SHEKHAR GUHA) VS INVERSE FLAP (DR. AVNINDRA GUPTA) FOR CHRONIC MACULAR HOLES
SESSION 14: SURGICAL RETINA S4

CHAIRMAN – DR. ATUL KUMAR
CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. V R SARAVANAN
MODERATOR – DR. UNNIKRISHNAN NAIR

- MANAGEMENT OF GRT – DR. THOMAS CHERIAN
- EXPANDING MIVS OPTION 23, 25, 27 – DR. ATUL KUMAR
- UPDATES ON MACULAR HOLE SURGERY – DR. CHIRAG BHAT
- MIVS TRANSITION – MY EXPERIENCE – DR. KOPAL MITHAL

AND

7 Surgical papers each 5 min – 35 min

Discussion – 10 min

- PP154: A NOVEL PRE-OPERATIVE 3 DIMENSIONAL MACULAR HOLE INDEX TO PREDICT POST-OPERATIVE ANATOMICAL CLOSURE AND OUTER LAYER RESTORATION – DR. RAMEEZ N HUSSAIN
- PP45: TO EVALUATE MACULAR HOLE CLOSURE PATTERN FOLLOWING INTERNAL LIMITING MEMBRANE PEELING BY INVERTED FLAP TECHNIQUE AND CORRELATE WITH FUNCTIONAL OUTCOME – DR. DIVYA CHANDRAN
- PP85: COMPARATIVE EVALUATION OF BRILLIANT BLUE STAINING USING WHOLE BLOOD VERSUS CONVENTIONAL BRILLIANT BLUE STAINING IN MACULAR HOLE SURGERY – DR. SUPRIYA ARORA
- PP84: ULTRA WIDE FIELD DIGITAL RETINAL IMAGING GUIDED EARLY DETECTION OF HOLE CLOSURE IN SD OCT AFTER FULL THICKNESS MACULAR HOLE (FTMH) SURGERY – DR. SUBHENDU KUMAR BORAL
- PP114: AN UNUSUAL CASE OF LAMELLAR MACULAR HOLE AFTER ELECTRIC SHOCK- A CASE REPORT – DR. SAI KIRANMAYEE
- PP110: CLINICAL PRESENTATIONS AND OUTCOMES OF VITREOUS SURGERY IN ENDOPTHALMITIS RELATED RETINAL DETACHMENTS – DR. VIVEK PRAVIN DAVE
• PP96: ‘TUCKING’ TECHNIQUE FOR SCLERAL FIXATED INTRA OCULAR LENS (SFIOL) – DR. NAVEEN
SESSION 15: VIDEOS

CHAIRMAN – DR. A GIRIDHAR
CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. PARIJAT CHANDRA
MODERATOR – DR. PARVEEN SEN

- VS4 : 25GAUGE ACTIVE ASPIRATION SOFT TIP NEEDLE ASSISTED GLASS AND OTHER INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BODY REMOVAL - DR. RAMANDEEP SINGH

- VS6 : WHAT LIES BENEATH !!! RETINECTOMY FOR LARGE SUBMACULAR HAEMORRHAGE. - DR. KARTIKEY KOTHARI

- VS8 : AN INTERESTING CASE OF A RETAINED SUBRETINAL INTRAOCULAR FOREIGN BODY AND ITS MANAGEMENT - DR. PADMAJA KUMARI RANI

- VS10 : CHANDELIER ASSISTED SCLERAL BUCKLING - DR. MITALI KHODANI

- VS18 : THE END OF THE NIGHTMARE - DR. RAMEEZ N HUSSAIN

- VS22 : "POST BOSTON K- PRO-1 COMPLEX RETINAL DETACHMENT" - CHALLENGES I FACED... - DR. SUBHENDU KUMAR BORAL

- VS26 : ILM PEELING IN AN UNUSUAL CASE OF TERSON SYNDROME HAVING VITREOUS AND SUB-ILM HEMORRHAGE WITH GOOD VISUAL OUTCOME - DR. VIVEK PRAVIN DAVE

- VS27 : OPTIMAL SURGERY FOR MYOPIC TRACTION MACULOPATHY BY METICULOUS REMOVAL OF ADHERENT REMNANT CORTICAL VITREOUS & PEELING OF INTERNAL LIMITING MEMBRANE - DR. SAMYAK MULKUTKAR

- VS28 : RESPONSE OF UVEAL EFFUSION IN NANOPHTHALMOS TO TWO DIFFERENT SURGICAL PROCEDURES. - DR. GURUPRASAD S AYACHIT

- VS29 : PARS PLANA VITRECTOMY AND ANGIOMA EXCISION FOR RHEGMA TOGENOUS RETINAL DETACHMENT IN A PATIENT WITH VON HIPPEL LINDAU SYNDROME - DR. MOHIT DOGRA
- VS30: PARTIAL LAMELLAR SCLEROUVECTOMY FOR PERIPHERAL UVEAL TUMORS - DR. PUKHRAJ RISHI

- VS33: ABYSS IN RETINA: WHAT DO WE SEE AND WHAT TO DO? - DR. ANUPAMA SAINI

- VS35: 25 GAUGE VITRECTOMY: HOW FAR YOU CAN EXPLORE? - DR. ABHIJIT CHATTOPADHYAY

- VS38: CHANDELIER TO THE RESCUE! - DR. N S MURALIDHAR

- VS40: SCLERAL AUTO GRAFT FOR MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC MACULOPATHY ASSOCIATED WITH OPTIC NERVE HEAD PIT - DR. PARAG KIRIT SHAH

- VS41: HYPODERMIC NEEDLE IN POSTERIOR SEGMENT SURGERY - DR. AJAY AURORA

- VS47: EVERY HAND NEEDS A HELPING HAND - BIMANUAL VITREOUS SURGERY IN VARIED SITUATIONS - DR. DARAIUS SHROFF

- VS51: DIRTY DOZEN...WHAT SHOULD NOT HAVE HAPPENED...COMPLICATIONS IN VITREO-RETINAL SURGERY - DR. GOPAL SREEDHARAN PILLAI
SESSION 16: POSTERS

CHAIRMAN – DR. MEENA CHAKRABORTY

CO-CHAIRMAN – DR. PUKHRAJ RISHI

MODERATOR – DR. SATYEN DEKA

- PP105: DETECTING CALCIUM EMBOLI IN RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION USING BLUE PEAK FUNDUS AUTO FLUORESCENCE IMAGING DR. RAMEEZ N HUSSAIN

- PP145: CHARACTERISTICS AND SURGICAL OUTCOMES OF PAEDIATRIC RETINAL DETACHMENT DR. RAHUL MAYOR

- PP146: CURRENT TREATMENT OF SCLERITIS USING MYCOPHENOLATE MOFETIL – A CASE SERIES DR. RAMYAA

- PP59: ROLE OF OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY VS FUNDUS FLUORESCEN angiography TO GUIDE FOCAL LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION IN DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA DR. RAJEEV KUMAR

- PP74: DEXAMETHASONE IMPLANT FOR INTERMEDIATE UVEITIS: OUR EXPERIENCE IN PATIENTS WITH CONTRAINDICATIONS TO SYSTEMIC STEROIDS DR. ADITYA SUDHALKAR

- PP117: A COMPLETE RETINAL "KNOCK OUT"- A CASE OF RADIATION RETINOPATHY PRESENTING AS RECALCITRANT MACULAR OEDEMA IN A DIABETIC PATIENT. DR. DHANYA.R.S

- PP124: CLINICAL PROFILE OF POSTERIOR SCLERITIS IN A TERTIARY EYE CENTRE IN SOUTHERN INDIA - DR. SUDIPTA DAS

- PP167: CYSTOID MACULAR EDEMA IN UNILATERAL IDIOPATHIC CENTRAL RETINAL ARTERY OCCLUSION IN HEALTHY 5 YEARS OLD FEMALE. - DR. KUSHAL S. DELHIWALA

- PP108: COMPARISON OF RISK FACTORS OF NON INFLAMMATORY RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION IN OLD AND YOUNG INDIAN ADULTS: A 2 YEAR STUDY - DR. MINAKSHI SHEOKHAND
• PP64 : ANATOMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL OUTCOMES OF RELAXING RETINOTOMY/RETINECTOMY IN VITREORETINAL SURGERY - DR.YOG RAJ SHARMA

• PP32 : CORRELATION OF CONTRAST SENSITIVITY TO VISUAL FIELD IN OPTIC NEURITIS - DR.ANUPAMA SAINI

• PP40 : NON REVERSAL OF ELECTRORETINOGRAM AFTER PROLONGED DARK ADAPTATION IN FUNDUS ALBIPUNCTATUS - DR.MADANAGOPALAN V G

• PP53 : ANATOMICAL OUTCOMES OF INVERTED INTERNAL LIMITING MEMBRANE FLAP TECHNIQUE FOR VERY LARGE MACULAR HOLES - DR.MITALI KHODANI

• PP113 : TO EVALUATE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VISUAL OUTCOME AND THE PHOTORECEPTOR INNER SEGMENT/OUTER SEGMENT (IS/OS) LAYER STATUS IN PATIENTS WITH MACULAR EDEMA - DR.PARTH KALYANI

• PP78 : EPIDEMIOLOGY OF EALES DISEASE IN THE CENTRAL WESTERN INDIA - DR.MEHUL SHAH

• PP102 : A RARE CASE OF SECONDARY IN THE CHOROID FROM THYROID FOLLICULAR CARCINOMA - DR.GURUPRASAD S AYACHIT

• PP148 : EFFECT OF INTRAVITREAL BEVACIZUMAB VS MACULAR GRID LASER PHOTOCOAGULATION IN CSME - DR.ASHWINI G

• PP149 : OCULAR PRESENTATION OF SARCOID IN A TERTIARY EYE CENTRE - DR.RAJSHRJI HIRAWAT

• PP168 : ORAL METRONOMIC METHOTREXATE IN CHRONIC CSCR– A PROSPECTIVE CASE SERIES - DR.BHAIRAVI RAUT

• PP79 : TREATMENT OUTCOMES OF REDUCED FLUENCE PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY WITH INTRAVITREAL ANTI VASCULAR ENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR IN POLYPOIDAL CHOROIDAL VASCULOPA - DR.PARVEEN SEN

• PP90 : REAL WORLD TREATMENT SCENARIO OF CYSTOID PATTERN OF DIABETIC MACULAR EDEMA (DME) - DR.REKHA SINGHAL
- PP37: TRAUMATIC ENDOPHTHALMITIS - AN OVERVIEW OF CLINICAL PROFILE - DR. SHUBHRA AGRAWAL

- PP69: ROLE OF B SCAN IN CASE OF OPTIC NERVE AVULSION CHIEF AUTHOR - DR. SHIVAKUMAR HIREMATH

- PP12: IN-VIVO ASSESSMENT OF CHOROID IN DIABETIC RETINOPATHY BY ENHANCED DEPTH IMAGING IN SPECTRAL DOMAIN – OPTICAL COHERENCE TOMOGRAPHY (EDI SD-OCT) - DR. AMRITA VERMA